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QUESTION 1

Under which two conditions is a master elected by vSphere HA? (Choose two.) 

A. When any cluster is created 

B. When a host is placed into maintenance mode 

C. When the datastore configuration changes 

D. When "Reconfigure for vSphere HA" is executed 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two VMware software components can be updated by Update Manager? (Choose two.) 

A. ESX 3.5 

B. Virtual Appliances 

C. vCenter Server 

D. Guest OS 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

A request has been made to the SAN administrator to provision a new LUN. A LUN (LUN 6) is created, and the SAN
administrator presents the LUN to an ESXi 5.x host, using the storage array SAN management software. The
administrator looks at the Storage configuration for the ESXi host, and does not see the new LUN. Other LUNs from the
same storage array are visible. Which two conditions are most likely to cause the error described? (Choose two.) 

A. The administrator has not performed a Rescan All on the ESXi host. 

B. The multipathing policy has been set to Fixed for the LUN. 

C. Zoning on the Fibre Channel switches is not configured correctly. 

D. The LUN was not presented to the correct ESXi host. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

While verifying host connectivity to datastores using topology maps, the administrator sees that one of the hosts in a
DRS/HA cluster is framed by a pale green circle. What does this indicate? 
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A. The host has a vMotion validation issue. 

B. The host has a low workload. 

C. The host has a CPU incompatibility. 

D. The host is heavily utilized. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the connection type of the primary VLAN in a Private VLAN? 

A. Promiscuous 

B. Isolated 

C. Community 

D. Trunked 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Assuming VLANs are not configured, which of the following is true about traffic from a virtual machine connected to a
port group on a vNetwork Standard Switch with no uplinks? 

A. Virtual machines in any port group on the virtual switch can receive the traffic. 

B. The virtual switch will drop the packets if no uplink is present. 

C. Virtual machines on any virtual switch on the same ESX Server can receive the traffic. 

D. Only virtual machines in the same port group on the virtual switch can receive the traffic. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Click the Exhibit Button. The information shown in the exhibit must be configured to support which cluster feature? 
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A. HA 

B. DPM 

C. DRS 

D. EVC 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

A DRS cluster with two ESXi 5.x hosts is set to fully automated mode. One host in the cluster is running at 98% CPU
utilization. The other host is running at 52% utilization. Upon analysis, it appears that none of the virtual machines are
being migrated from the CPU-constrained host, and no recommendations are being generated. What are the two most
likely causes of the problem? (Choose two.) 

A. The VMkernel port is assigned an incorrect IP adderss. 

B. vMotion is not enabled on the VMkernel port. 

C. The DRS Migration Threshold is too aggressive. 

D. VMware DRS is not set to Fully Automated. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator is configuring admission control settings for a vSphere HA cluster. The administrator selects the option
Allow VMs to Be Powered on Even if They Violate Availability Constraints. Which two events occur during an ESXi host
failure? (Choose two.) 
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A. Virtual machines with a High restart priority are restarted first. 

B. Virtual machines with a Low restart priority are not restarted. 

C. HA will not restart virtual machines configured for FT. 

D. Virtual machines with VM Monitoring set to Enabled are restarted. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 10

When planning for an upgrade from vSphere4 to vSphere5 what will be the effect of upgrading a 1TB VMFS3 datastore
with a 2MB block size to VMFS5? 

A. Thick virtual disks can be expanded to a maximum of 2TB. 

B. Thick virtual disks can be expanded to a maximum of 512GB . 

C. Thin virtual disks can be expanded to a maximum of 512GB . 

D. Thin virtual disks can be expanded to a maximum of 2TB. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A vSphere 5 implementation contains two ESXi hosts, ESXi01 and ESXi02. A virtual machine, VM21a on ESXi01 is
connected to a vSphere Standard Switch (vSS) in a port group called Production. The vSS is connected to an uplink on
the 10.1.20.0/24 network. ESXi02 is configured with a vSS connected to an uplink on the 10.1.30.0/24 network. A port
group called Engineering exists on this switch. 

Which two statements are true about this configuration? (Choose two.) 

A. Broadcasts from the Production port group can not be received on the Engineering port group. 

B. Broadcasts from the Production port group can be received on the Engineering port group. 

C. The virtual machine can not be vMotion migrated to the target host. 

D. The virtual machine can be vMotion migrated to the target host. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 12

What are three use cases for vSphere Fault Tolerance? (Choose three.) 

A. Provide guaranteed up-time for a RDM enabled virtual machine 

B. Provide efficient scheduled reliability for a payroll virtual machine 
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C. Provide guaranteed reliabilty for a development virtual machine with scheduled snapshots 

D. Provide guaranteed reliabilty for a legacy Windows NT virtual machine 

E. Ensure up-time for a Linux virtual machine without making any changes to the OS 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 13

Users are complaining that a Windows application server virtual machine configured with 1GB RAM is not performing
satisfactorily. The virtual machine is in a fully automated DRS cluster. An administrator opens the Performance tab for
the 

guest virtual machine and adds the counters for Memory Ballooned and Memory Swapped in MB. The performance
chart displays a value of 0 for Memory Ballooned and 240 for Memory Swapped. 

Which action should be taken? 

A. Install VMware Tools into the virtual machine. 

B. Adjust Mem.CtlMaxPercent to read 75. 

C. Migrate the virtual machine to another host. 

D. Add memory to the virtual machine. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Click the Exhibit button. An administrator is creating a vApp for a multi-tiered web application. The vApp has been
configured as shown in the exhibit. Testing of the vApp indicates that attempts to communicate with the web server on
Dev_Web_01 fail. The developer wants to be sure the database server OS is completely started before the other
servers power on. The developer also wants to minimize recovery time. What changes to the vApp configuration will
correct the issues? 
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A. Move the Dev_Web_01 virtual machine to Group 3 and increase the time value 

B. Move the Dev_App_01 virtual machine to Group 1 and increase the time value 

C. Move the Dev_Web_01 virtual machine to Group 3, decrease the time value and check VMware Tools are ready 

D. Move the Dev_Web_01 virtual machine to Group 3, increase the time value and check VMware Tools are ready 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

Which two circumstances might cause a DRS cluster to become invalid? (Choose two.) 

A. DRS has been disabled on one or more ESXi hosts. 

B. An ESXi host has been removed from the cluster. 

C. A migration on a virtual machine is attempted while the virtual machine is failing over. 
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D. Virtual machines have been powered on from a vSphere Client connected directly to an ESXi host. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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